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Hybrid Head & Neck Restraints offer the lowest profile, designed for easily
exiting the car without the danger of getting hung up on other gear. Plus,
they provide you with maximum comfort and maneuverability!

DID YOU KNOW……
If your helmet is currently fitted for a HANS
device, you can easily upgrade to a Simpson
Head and Neck Restraint.
Simpson hardware connects to HANS clips!

NOW IN STOCK
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS (PTY) LTD
30 Schoongezicht Road Bergbron 1709 Johannesburg South Africa
Private Bag X26 Auckland Park 2006 South Africa
TEL: +27 (0)11 670 8400 – FAX: +27 (0)11 673 5185
WEBSITE: www.ats-motorsport.co.za
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To receive your FREE weekly HANDBRAKES &
HAIRPINS eMagazine, or if you’d like to share
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Editor Evan Rothman
Favourite rally car? Audi Quattro S2
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? WRC Rallye Deutschland
Favourite rally? Total Rally, South Africa
Tweets too much about rallying, loves nothing
more than spectating on a forest rally, and has
aspirations of being the world’s greatest rally
journalist. He’s also oftentimes seen with a
camera in one hand and his mobile phone in the
other.

Photojournalist Eva Kovkova
Favourite rally car? Citroën C4 WRC
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? Vodafone Rally de Portugal
Favourite rally? White Nights Rally, Lahdenpohja,
Russia
Likes to walk in the Swedish snow forests or on
Portuguese dusty hills, likes to freeze, to get wet
in the rain or to melt from the heat during photo
hunts for flying cars and smiling faces. Also is
known as a press ice bear working for South
Africa :)

Handbrakes & Hairpins has created this rally-powered
wallpaper for the Apple iPhone 5. To download, simply
save the image to your Camera Roll, or click on this link to
download: http://wp.me/apkXc-4xU.

OPENING SHOT
Gugu Zulu and Carl Peskin tackle the sticky and slippery mud of
the recent Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in South Africa’s Western
Cape.
Picture: Evan Rothman

EVENT

TO THE SKIES

Words by H&H • Picture by Hyundai Motorsport
After a busy European summer of intensive testing,
the development of the Hyundai i20 WRC continued
in the second half of September as the Hyundai
Motorsport team returned the car to tarmac on a
three-day test session in France followed by a week
of testing on gravel at high-altitude in the South of
Spain.
“For the last couple of months we’ve tested
every two weeks on all kinds of conditions and surfaces to
continue the collection of valuable feedback and data,” said
Hyundai Motorsport Team Principal Michael Nandan. “After
the Finland test it was very important for us to take a short

break back at the factory in order to review and evaluate
the work done so far as the schedule will be even busier
from now on.”
The Hyundai Motorsport team travelled from
Germany to France in mid-September then to the South of
Spain last week to test the car at altitude with both Bryan
Bouffier and Juho Hänninen behind the wheel of a brand
new i20 WRC. “This car is the same specification of the one
we used in Finland in August but, it features a couple of
new elements. Also we have tested at altitude conditions”
said Nandan.
“Altitude is one of the challenges we’ll have to

overcome next year in the FIA World Rally Championship
especially in Mexico where the stages go up to 2500
meters. The performance of the car can be affected under
these conditions so the aim on this test was to study the
engine behaviour and monitor the impact on the engine
power. We also took the opportunity to keep on working on
gravel set-up solutions and do some good mileage with the
car,” explained Nandan.
Hyundai Motorsport’s test programme will
continue unabated over the next months as the challenge
in next year’s WRC begins in just over 100 days. H&H

EVENT

LOEB’S LAST DANCE IN WRC
Words by H&H • Pictures by Citroën Racing

A few days before taking part in his 168th WRC
round, the statistics from Sébastien Loeb’s racing
career are genuinely staggering: 78 overall wins,
116 podium-finishes, 896 stage wins, 1,619 points
scored, only 20 retirements. And, of course, 9 World
Championship titles, shared with Daniel Elena.
Although it is difficult to single out only a few
memories, Seb very willingly agreed to do just that...
2001 RALLYE SANREMO
“Having met my targets in the French Championship and
in the J-WRC, Guy Fréquelin handed me a drive in a Xsara
WRC for the first time. To be honest, I was hoping for a

good result, as I had more or less matched Bug’s times
in testing. After the first stage, I was four seconds off the
lead pace, despite not having really pushed. So despite
my confidence, that came as quite a surprise! We had a
phenomenal end to the rally, finishing just behind [Gilles]
Panizzi. Before the rally, I had been sending faxes to the
manufacturers just to remind them that I was around.
After Sanremo, everybody called me up to try and get me
to sign for a full season. Although it was only to compete
for a half-season in 2002, I wanted to stay with Citroën. I
think I made the right decision!”
2003 RALLYE MONTE-CARLO

“This is probably the whole team’s fondest memory. For
the start of our first full season in WRC, we dominated
the podium at the most famous rally in the world! At the
time, Carlos Sainz and Colin McRae were the benchmarks.
Having two World Champions as team-mates was a little
bit intimidating. There was always a good atmosphere
between us, even when I started to get the better of them
in terms of results. They made a big difference to me, and
to Citroën.”
2004 TOUR DE CORSE
“I have always competed in this sport to be the best
and become World Champion. But before I made it, I

sometimes wondered if I was capable of doing it. That
day, we achieved our goal in only our second full season!
The first title was very special, because we secured it in
France. Everyone was there: my family, my friends... I was
pleased that I was able to win it for my father. He didn’t
say much when we were together, but some journalists
told me that he had spoken to them about what it meant
to him. I was very proud of what I had just achieved.”
2007 RALLY NEW ZEALAND
“I don’t like talking about losing, but finishing as runnerup here was really special. This rally was one of my finest
battles with Marcus Gronhölm. We had such a fantastic
time driving on these magnificent gravel roads. But there
was also a lot of tension. I was leading going into the final
leg, but was never more than three seconds ahead. On
Whaanga Coast, the penultimate stage of the rally, Marcus
grabbed the lead, by 7/10ths. It all came down to the
super special stage. Although I won the stage, I lost out
overall by just 3/10ths...”

2008 RALLY ARGENTINA
“Argentina is a rally where we have always done well, but
we love it most of all for the incredible atmosphere, the
stunning scenery and the famous barbecues that Daniel
enjoys so much! The local Citroën subsidiary is very
active and every year, they organise various promotional
activities. That year, I had Diego Maradona in the codriver’s seat. When we set off on the road section, he was
very excited because he thought that the huge crowds
were there for him. And yet, with the lowered position of
the co-driver’s seat and the reflective, tinted windows,
nobody could see him! As I don’t speak Spanish and his
English is pretty limited, I couldn’t explain to him... When
we got back and he got out of the C4, it was total hysteria.
And this time, it was for him!”
2009 RALLY FINLAND
“Finland had long been the preserve of Marcus Gronhölm.
In 2008, he had just retired, but that didn’t make things
that much easier. I found myself up against Mikko
Hirvonen, who was just as determined to win his home

rally. We both went at it flat out. Neither of us made any
mistakes and I ended up winning by less than ten seconds.
After that win, I said that I wouldn‘t try to win it again,
because the level of risk involved in driving at 180kph
right next to the trees seemed too high for me. However,
I felt sufficiently confident to win it on two further
occasions... These are among the most prestigious wins I
have enjoyed in my racing career.”
2008 RALLY JAPAN
“As we had already secured two world titles in Japan,
we knew that Sapporo wasn’t the best place to go out
to celebrate after the rally. So we flew to Tokyo on the
Sunday evening. During the transfer between the two
airports, we diverted the shuttle, making a stop-off in the
city centre. The poor driver had to stay double-parked for
three hours in Roppongi, Tokyo’s top district for nightlife. A
lot of drinking was done that night and a few people ended
up ill, although that was undoubtedly because the mint
used in the mojitos wasn’t fresh! Some of the journalists
there could have confirmed this if only they hadn’t been

among the most ‘tired and emotional’... Suffice to say that
the flight back to Paris was very quiet!”
2009 RALLY NORWAY
“Although I had already won Rally Sweden in 2004, it’s
this winter rally which I feel is the greater achievement.
The conditions were perfect. We had a good layer of ice
covered in compacted snow and snow banks that were
firm enough for you to be able to run wide onto them on
the corners. Once again, I had a superb scrap with Mikko,
from start to finish. Neither of us made any mistakes and
at the end, there was less than ten seconds between us.”
2009 ACROPOLIS RALLY
“Unquestionably, that was our biggest crash! As is often
the case, it came about because of a momentary lapse
of concentration. The car was thrown into an impressive
series of rolls. After the accident, I went looking for my
telephone. In actual fact, it had remained in the small case
attached to the door, which is where usually I put it. The
tricky part was finding the door in question, which was

lying somewhere in the field! The incident had significant
ramifications, as afterwards we suffered a fairly poor run
of results. We ended up winning the title by a single point
in Wales!”
2010 RALLYE DE FRANCE ALSACE
“After the 2004 Tour de Corse, this was definitely the most
intense experience. There was a lot of tension for this
first running of the Rallye de France in Alsace, because
we had the chance to win both titles. There was pressure
on me, but I tried my best not to show it, by withdrawing
and blocking it all out. I felt very relieved when we
made it to the finish. Being crowned Champion at home,
in Haguenau, was something that I would never have
imagined possible. When I met up with Séverine and my
friends on the road section that led back to Strasbourg,
I couldn’t help but shed a few tears. And that’s not
something that happens every day, I can tell you!”
2012 RALLYE DEUTSCHLAND
“My ninth win in Germany was particularly special, because

it meant I had beaten my own record for the number of
wins at a single rally. Of course, I have also won eight
times in Argentina and Spain, seven in Monte-Carlo, so
there are quite a few impressive runs! I’ve always liked
this rally because I feel the crowd is very supportive of
me. And it was also the best way of paying tribute to Bug,
who had just died. Of course, he won this rally in 2001.”
2012 RALLYE DE FRANCE ALSACE
“And what else could I pick for my final choice other
this very special moment?! This was my last World
Championship title – in rallying, at least! I was very
emotional, but above all proud to have completed this
great journey with Daniel and Citroën Racing. Our fans,
our families, our team, all the important people for us
were there and we had to win it for them. In any case,
I never felt sad or had any regrets, because I knew that
the end of this journey would mark the start of a new
adventure...” H&H

NEWS

HENK LATEGAN: NEW KID ON THE BLOCK
Words by H&H • Pictures by Evan Rothman

Being stuck at the foot of the African continent does
no favours for rally fans or for competitors. The
World Rally Championship is largely a European
series, and many European events regularly see the
world’s top crews competing with national-level
competitors.
South Africa has a long history of sending over
crews to do battle with the world’s best, but funding has
always been a major obstacle in securing the required
machinery and opportunity necessary to make an
impression. For a young rally driver or co-driver, the
weak South African currency makes the job being getting
noticed by team bosses and sponsors something of a

mission impossible.
Even for a 19-year-old sensationally talented
rally driver, entering Europe to crack the rally scene is a
big ask. However, if ever there was a rally driver from this
country to do so it is Henk Lategan.
Hailing from Pretoria, Gauteng, Henk grew
up in a family of motorsport: his father Hein was a
successful circuit racer who turned his skills behind the
steering wheel to rallying, and he claimed a number of
top results as a privateer in an era dominated by factory
teams. Henk started in karting at a young age and
began his rallying career in a two-wheel drive car in club
and regional rallying. Within a year, he was contesting

South African National Rally Championship events in a
Volkswagen Polo R2, and clocking up impressive results
and podium finishes. He then moved into a Volkswagen
Polo Vivo S2000 to compete in selected events in this
car on the national championship. Now in his third full
season of rallying, Henk is the youngest full factory team
member in South African rallying history as a driver for
the Volkswagen Sasolracing squad in a Volkswagen Polo
S2000.
In only his second outing on asphalt and at the
tricky FIA ERC Croatia Rally, Henk recorded an impressive
fifth place overall. His name has now been mentioned in
the same sentences and paragraphs international along

with Jan Kopecky and Pieter Tsjoen. How has Henk risen to
this level in only his second year in an S2000 car?
The first round of the eight-event 2013 South
African National Rally Championship was the Total Rally
in March. All South African events are staged on gravel
roads. After a strong showing on this opening event, and
setting top three stage times, it was mechanical issues
with his Polo S2000 that denied him a result indicative
of his speed: he and experienced co-driver Barry White
finished eighth overall in this two-day event.
The Sasol Rally, Round Two saw him finish fourth
overall after a stirring drive in treacherously muddy and
slippery conditions in the forest hilltops of Mpumalanga.
This pairing braved multiple punctures in what was a
wholly unpredictable event to keep their rivals in check.
“It was an unpredictable rally,” said Lategan.
“It was difficult just staying on the road and we found

ourselves going full-lock in both directions on the straights.
The most important thing was for us was to get to the
finish of the event.”
In preparation for the Volkswagen Rally, the
fourth round of the South African national series, Lategan
and the Volkswagen Sasolracing Team took on the Ocean
Basket Rally in Uitenhage and Port Elizabeth’s Longmore
Forest. This forest is home to Volkswagen’s rally test
stages and also the venue for their home event. This club
rally quickly transformed from a regional event into a mini
national event as the official Castrol Team Toyota factory
squad also and a number of national privateer teams
entered this rally. It was as much a test of their cars as it
was of their mettle, and the rally drivers put on a daring
display of sideways rallying skills for the local fans in the
forest. Finishing third behind the Toyota Yaris S2000s
of Leeroy Poulter/Elvene Coetzee and Johnny Gemmell/

Carolyn Swan, Henk outpaced his experienced Volkswagen
team-mates - both former national champions – to fire
yet another shot across the bows of the National Rally
Championship competitors warning of his increasing speed
and confidence.
It was exactly the result needed to buoy the
youngster’s nerves as he travelled to Italy for his first
international rally the following weekend. Tackling thee
Rally Adriatico, an event of the Italian National Gravel Rally
Championship, Henk and Barry took part in a Skoda Fabia
S2000. Against the likes of Umberto Scandola, Renato
Travaglia and Sebastien Chardonnet, this South African
pairing reached the finish in a sensational sixth place.
“This was the first time I rallied outside of
South Africa,” said Lategan. “The roads were completely
different; I’ve never seen such narrow roads and the grip
is incredible. It was like driving on tar and the level of

competition was very tough. Running under the FIA rules,
it meant that things were very similar to here in South
Africa. They compete on the same roads every year and so
know them really well. It was a new experience being able
to recce the route beforehand but I think it made things
better for us on the event. It caught me by surprise that
we could be so competitive in our first event. We were
told beforehand not to expect to be up to the pace of the
leaders, so I think that surprised everyone else too.”
Running third overall throughout the Toyota
Dealer Gauteng Rally (Round Four in the South African
series), Henk showed more of the aggression and speed
that took him to international recognition in Italy, but an
overshoot on the penultimate stage of the event cost him
dearly: he dropped from third to fifth, and was unable to
regain the two lost places.
Said Henk: “We started off well and our times
were quite good. We were perhaps a bit cautious on the
event though and should have pushed harder.”
The Veszprem Rallye in Hungary is a tight and
twisting gravel rally, and is renowned for its specialized
route: here experienced local crews even outpace the
world’s best, similarly as happens at Ypres Rally in
Belgium. Besides the language barrier issues, and Henk
and Barry in their Skoda Fabia S2000 rose to this event’s

challenges to storm to third place overall, just 30.6sec off
the winners David Botka/Peter Mihalik (Mitsubishi Lancer
EVO IX R4). In this event, they claimed a stage victory,
finished second in two others and claimed fourth in three
more to achieve their podium result in this ten-stage rally.
On a high, South Africa’s darling crew started
their team’s home event in the middle of July. The
Volkswagen Rally was a dismal affair for the team, as none
of their cars featured on the podiums and the Volkswagen
Polo S2000s were fraught with mechanical issues – a
terrible case of sponsors’ curse. Henk and Barry reached
the finish in 13th place, after an off on Day One’s third
stage that saw them strand their car after a flying finish.
They were forced to restart Day Two under Super Rally
rules, and fought back up the leader board with impressive
stage times.
A new event in South Africa, the Ford Dealer Rally
took place in and around Cullinan, near Pretoria. With
roads never before used in competition, all crews took to
the first stage on a similar footing. The stages were sandy,
slippery and very fast. Running with the leader Mark
Cronje (Ford Fiesta S2000), he suffered a costly puncture
that put his challenge for victory out of reach but Henk
still managed to scoop second overall to net his best-ever
result of his career.

“The Volkswagen Sasolracing Polo S2000 was
very good, but a puncture three kilometres into stage five
on Day One as well as a penalty cost us 55 seconds,” said
Henk. “Deciding not to change the tyre actually meant we
lost less time and we pushed where possible during the
event.”
The Toyota Cape Dealer Rally, the most recent
round of the South African series, was less kind to Henk
than it was favourable. He was forced to Super Rally on
Day Two after damaging his car’s steering in stage four
on Day One. During Day Two, they gained in speed and
finished the rally off with a fastest stage time on the final
speed test.
Two weeks ago, Henk took on the ARBO Rallye in
Austria in preparation for this past weekend’s ERC Croatia
Rally. The ARBOH&H
Rally was an asphalt event, Henk’s first
all-asphalt rally. It was a steep learning curve, but he set
steadily improving stage times.
For fans in Croatia, this plucky South African
pairing upstaged many of their favourites to run at the top
of the rally’s leader board to claim their impressive fifth
place overall. How is the pace in the South African National
Rally Championship? Rather very hot indeed, going by
Henk’s speed on a surface he has only competed in twice
in his career!

EVENT

PRYCE GRABS YORKSHIRE WIN

Words by H&H • Picture by Volkswagen Motorsport, Citroën Racing, WorldRallyPics
Rally Yorkshire’s swansong in the MSA British Rally
Championship saw young Welshman Osian Pryce and
co-driver Dale Furniss take a well-deserved second
straight victory on this their second full season in
Britain’s premier rally series.
Pickering’s penultimate round of the 2013 BRC
season was a real nail biter from start to finish, emulating
last year’s event with tenths of seconds splitting the
drivers until all but the final group of stages. The lead
changed three times, but it was series leaders Jukka
Korhonen/Marko Salminen who opened their account with
a fastest time in the darkness of Friday night’s Staindale
stage.
Pryce had other ideas though; beaten on last
year’s event by a tenth of a second on a tie breaker, he

was determined to win at all costs, taking the lead in
Dalby ahead of the overnight halt. But the gap was a mere
0.9 seconds to the Finns, Pryce having demoted Alastair
Fisher/Gordon Noble to third en-route to the top from his
initial third place; hardly a comfortable margin, particularly
given the illustrious and hungry opposition.
With the crews suitably rested, Saturday dawned
bright and breezy and with SS3, Tom Cave/Ieuan Thomas
showed their hand with their first fastest time. But in true
Rally Yorkshire tradition it wasn’t that clear cut, as they
shared the time with Fisher. Meanwhile, Pryce had eked
a lead of 2.7 seconds over Korhonen, but the Finns were
having none of it, retaking the overall lead on the very
next stage, despite being beaten by Fisher and Cave.
After gloves-off battles in the stages, the relative

tranquillity of the service area beckoned with time for
crews to muster for the longest stage of the rally. At 24km,
most considered Langdale could effectively decide the
event and sure enough Korhonen had a big push.
Five seconds was the biggest margin between the
leading duo so far, but Pryce’s pre-event determination
was evident as they headed back out for the final pair of
stages. Making his mark, he banged in a storming time
given the length of the stage, quicker than both Fisher and
Korhonen by five and six seconds respectively.
Thus it was Pryce who led ahead of the final
test and the relentless pressure finally got to Korhonen.
He stalled the car on the start line, which, under other
circumstances might not have been so important, but
with such close margins, ten seconds must have seemed

a lifetime as they fought to restart the Citroën. Unaware
of his rival’s slip-up, Pryce assumed that he still needed
to push hard. And push hard he did, besting Fisher by
nearly six seconds to end the event with a winning margin
of nearly ten seconds, Fisher closing to within three of
Korhonen, but having to settle for third. The 20-yearold from Machynlleth in North Wales was understandably
delighted at the finish in Pickering: “The competition has
been fantastic but I’m glad it’s over. We knew we just had
to go for it after being so close last year. I’m not sure how
we did it though, because he (Korhonen) has been trying
really hard too. It has been a great experience.”
While Pryce cannot now take the title, the top
three in the standings (Korhonen, Fisher and Cave - fourth
in Yorkshire) all still have a mathematical chance of victory
in the 2013 series. Realistically, however, it is the Finn’s
to lose as he just needs a finish in the top dozen or so to

secure the overall and Citroën Racing Trophy titles in Poole
this month.
Reigning Pirelli Star Driver Mark Donnelly took
a respectable fifth, but he and Dai Roberts were slightly
disappointed not to pop the DGM Sport DS3 on the podium
again, having been buoyed by third in Ulster.
Citroën UK put the MSA British Manufacturers
Rally Championship beyond the reach of any late-comers
with a clean sweep of the podium. The Citroën DS3 R3T
has already proved itself as a fast and reliable car, but
continues to impress at the hands of some of the best
drivers, once again unstoppable in Yorkshire.
The MSA British Junior Rally Championship
and Twingo Renaultsport R1 Trophy are inseparable this
season. Ben and Jason Mckay led after four events and
rivals Harry Threlfall/Andy Bull were determined to take
victory. They set about it in fine style, putting nearly a

minute between the crews in the dark when Mckay was
disadvantaged by a lack of lamp-pod after a technical
challenge from their rivals left them on normal lights. It
was technical failure that eventually decided the result
though, Threlfall’s driveshaft crying enough on the start
line of the final stage.
The BRC Teams Cup features the DS3 exclusively,
Alastair Fisher posting maximum points for DGM Sport
ahead of Tom Cave’s Morris Lubricants DMS-run car. But
John MacCrone/Phil Pugh’s impressive return after their
massive Ulster shunt was made possible by sterling work
by their Culina Palletforce Racing team, their sixth place
just enough to keep second place within their grasp on the
final round.
Daniel McKenna/Arthur Kierans may have taken
their fourth straight BRC RallyTwo victory in Yorkshire,
but the win was almost as hard fought as that for overall

honours. The 2012 Billy Coleman Award-winning Irishman
hit the ground running, beating BRC returnee Timmy
Cathcart/Martin Brady by over six seconds. But the
darkness claimed the fellow Fiesta crew on SS2, the pair
forced to re-start using Super rally rules which carries a
hefty time penalty.
Four stages down and it seemed that McKenna
had the gap pegged at around 14 seconds to Ulster Pirelli
Star Driver nominee Jon Armstrong and new co-driver Karl
Atkinson. But they and main title rivals Steve Røkland/
James Aldridge clearly had other ideas. Closing the gap
stage-by-stage, Røkland overhauled Armstrong to lie
just a tenth adrift of the lead by stage five of seven. But
McKenna literally rallied, stretching the gap to twelve
seconds by the finish, while Armstrong pulled a blinder in
the very last stage, sneaking 0.1 seconds ahead of Røkland
to take a last-gasp second place.

In the Fiesta SportTrophy McKenna has the
advantage over Norwegian Røkland too. His nine point
margin also puts the one-make series title beyond the
reach of Alex Parpottas, but a top three finish in such a
competitive series must be a feather in his cap.
The Fiestas have been a rich source of Pirelli
Star Driver nominations this year and Yorkshire was no
different. Ably guided by Jamie Edwards, Parpottas was the
fifth Ford pilot to go forward to the end of season shootout,
impressing the judges with a mature drive to fourth
RallyTwo behind the frenetic battle for the lead.
Jon Armstrong extended his lead in the RAVENOL
Oils Newcomers Trophy with top points in Yorkshire. He
now leads Ben Mckay by 12 points, third-placed David
Carney failing to finish the event when a driveshaft broke
on his Citroën C2. H&H

Final Overall Classification:
01) O. Pryce/D. Furniss
Citroën DS3 R3T - 01h 01m 50.3s
02) J. Korhonen/M. Salminen
Citroën DS3 R3T + 09.9s
03) A. Fisher/G. Noble
Citroën DS3 R3T + 13.1s
04) T. Cave/I. Thomas
Citroën DS3 R3 + 29.6s
05) M. Donnelly/D. Roberts
Citroën DS3 R3T + 51.8s
06) J. MacCrone/P. Pugh
Citroën DS3 R3 + 01m 37.2s
07) J. Greer/K. Riddick
Citroën DS3 R3 + 01m 37.4s
08) C. Black/J. Morgan
Citroën DS3 R3T + 02m 33.7s
09) J. Grint/A. Litchfield
Citroën DS3 + 03m 15.9s
10) D. McKenna/A. Kierans
Ford Fiesta R2 + 03m 13.8s

EVENT

KOPECKY AND SKODA TOPS IN ERC
Words by H&H • Pictures by ERC Media

Jan Kopecký marked his first FIA European Rally
Championship title triumph by making it six wins
from eight starts in the 2013 ERC with a dominant
victory on the Croatia Rally on Saturday.
Kopecký, whose Skoda Motorsport team
celebrated his and co-driver Pavel Dresler’s standout
title success at the completion of Friday’s opening leg,
started Day Two with a commanding lead of 52.9 seconds.
Following a near-faultless drive in his Fabia S2000 on
Saturday’s seven stages, Kopecký came out on top by a
margin 01m 55.6sec.
“It was a difficult rally for us because we expected
dry weather on the first morning, but it was raining and we

had the hard compound tyre so this was a big challenge,”
said Kopecký. “The challenge was then to stay on the road,
we did this and finally things started to come better for us.
But I must say this result is not just for me but also for
Pavel and the whole team.”
Andreas Aigner got the better of Hermann
Gassner Jr in a thrilling battle for second place and the ERC
Production Car Cup spoils. Aigner’s result puts him back on
top of the title standings with two rounds remaining and
earns him the prestigious Colin McRae ERC Flat Out Trophy.
Aleks Humar was the top ERC 2WD Championship finisher
in a Renault Clio R3 with Zoltán Bessenyey increasing his
grip on the crown in second place for Eurosol-Honda Civic

Type R. Molly Taylor wrapped up the inaugural FIA ERC
Ladies’ Trophy by finishing second to category winner Asja
Zupanc in her United Business Rally Team Citroën DS3 R3T.
Napoca Rally Academy clinched the FIA ERC Production Car
Cup for Teams thanks to the combined efforts of Romanian
father-and-son Marco and Simone Tempestini.
“We’re very, very happy,” said Taylor. “Our goal
coming into the season was to win the ERC Ladies’ Trophy
so it’s a case of mission accomplished. We’ve had some
difficult events but to sew up the championship with more
rallies to go is very satisfying.”
Changeable weather once again formed the
backdrop to the ERC qualifier with a mixture of damp and

dry conditions greeting the crews on the morning loop of
three stages. And there was more rain for the afternoon
runs with tyre compound selection in penultimate service
proving decisive in the battle for second. Believing the
stages would be dry Gassner Jr bolted hard-compound
rubber on his Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution X. However,
with stages 11 and 12 both featuring damp and muddy
sections, the soft-compound tyres selected by Aigner
gave the Austrian the grip he craved and he was able to
pull clear of his German rival having started the loop 0.7
seconds ahead.
“It’s been a very good rally for us,” said Aigner,
who led outright in his Subaru Impreza R4 STI after Friday
morning’s stages. “We had a good battle with Hermann
who did a good job and made some fantastic times. Even
when it was dry he was really fast but on the damp surface
we were faster.”
For Gassner Sr, third place overall still represented
a strong result for the underfunded youngster. “We did the
wrong tyre choice on Day two, but a podium is still a good
result for us and a lot more than I expected,” he said.

Having co-driven Bernd Casier on Day One, Pieter
Tsjoen was behind the wheel of the Belgians’ Fabia S2000
for Saturday and impressed by clocking two fastest stage
times. South African teenager Henk Lategan underlined
his potential by taking ﬁfth on his second start on asphalt.
András Hadik outgunned Aleks Humar for sixth in the
closing stages with local driver Daniel Šaškin ﬁnishing
eighth overall on his debut in a Ford Fiesta RRC. Jani Trček
and Zoltán Bessenyey rounded out the top ten.
Robert Consani dedicated his 12th-place ﬁnish
to Team Renault Sport Technologies’ team-mate Germain
Bonneﬁs, who suffered a fractured vertebra when he
crashed on Friday morning. The young French driver will
return home soon to begin his recuperation. For Consani,
meanwhile, the result marked a return to form following
three rallies without a ﬁnish. János Puskádi overcome
myriad issues to ﬁnish 14th for Eurosol Racing Team
Hungary. But there was frustration for the GPD Mit Metal
Racing Team with both Robert Kořístka and Antonín Tlusťák
retiring with mechanical issues. H&H

Final Overall Classiﬁcation:
01) J. Kopecký/P. Dresler
Skoda Fabia S2000 - 02h 23m 11.0s
02) A. Aigner/B. Watzl
Subaru Impreza R4 STI + 01m 55.6s
03) H. Gassner Jr/U. Mayrhofer
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO X R4 + 02m 09.8s
04) P. Tsjoen/B. Casier
Skoda Fabia S2000 + 02m 54.3s
05) H. Lategan/B. White
Skoda Fabia S2000 + 04m 04.6s
06) A. Hadik/K. Kertész
Subaru Impreza R4 STI + 06m 49.0s
07) A. Humar/F. Rus
Renault Clio R3 + 06m 59.5s
08) D. Šaškin/D. Bruner
Ford Fiesta RRC + 07m 58.8s
09) J. Trček/V. Ošlaj
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO IX + 09m 52.3s
10) Z. Bessenyey/Y. Nyirfás
Honda Civic Type R + 10m 06.5s

CLOSING SHOT

Molly Taylor and co-driver Seb Marshall survived the tough ERC
Croatia Rally, witjh second in Class position allowing Molly to
claim the ERC Ladies Trophy for 2013!
Picture: ERC Media

